I.

Results of Certified Evaluation and Accreditation

The Beauty Business Course of the Beauty Business School of the Hollywood
Graduate School of Beauty Business meets the standards for evaluation and
accreditation set by the Institution for Accreditation and Quality Assurance of
Professional Higher Education (QAPHE).
Good practices include:
○ The school has adopted, and widely disseminates to the public, a clear mission
statement, purpose, and admission policy with the goal of developing the beauty
business education into an established discipline.
○ The curriculum structure that aims to establish a new beauty business discipline
is progressive in the following aspects:
・ A well-balanced curriculum addressing both basic and advanced subjects, as
well as theory and practice, has been reviewed and refined on a continuous basis
since the school’s foundation to keep pace with the evolving needs of the beauty
business industry.
・ Students are required to take the “Project Results Report” course, which is
equivalent to the thesis writing course at regular graduate schools, taught by a
combination of academic and practitioner faculty members to develop a clear
sense of what the issues are and the ability to solve practical problems.
○ More than half the school’s Japanese graduates gain employment in the beauty
business, with many embarking on a successful career as the successor of a
company founder or business owner. This indicates that the school is achieving
its purpose of producing graduates who meet the school’s expectations.
○ The school actively collects information on the needs of the beauty business
industry and society at large, and uses this information to improve education and
research.

Note: QAPHE has confirmed that all items rated as “areas needing improvement” in
the 2012 professional graduate school evaluation and accreditation by QAPHE
(formerly the Institution for Beauty Business Evaluation) have been addressed or are
being improved.

